Abstract-A face detection method based on a boosted clas-work [13] , support vector machine (SVM) [11], and boosting sifier using images from a time-of-flight sensor is presented. We 
I. INTRODUCTION
ones such as wavelets [14] have been used. Face detectors For object detection and recognition to be useful in real-based on single classifiers such as SVM [11] , [12] and neural world applications such as robotics, surveillance, or video network [13] are usually slow because they process non-face indexing, recognizers must have the ability to localize objects and face regions equally in the input image. To deal with the of interest in images under viewpoint changes (e.g. changes problem of processing a large number of patterns, a combinain object size or position) and must be robust to complex tion of simple-to-complex classifiers has been proposed [12] , background clutter and preferably fast. The physical size of the [14] , [5] . Viola and Jones introduce a fast object detection objects is often restricted, but appears on multiple scales due to based on a boosted cascade of Haar-like features [14] and the relative position of camera and the object. Face detection catalyzed a range of related papers. Lienhart extended the is a particular example of such an object class. Although haar-like features to an efficient set of 45 rotated features and it has been studied for more than 30 years, developing a used discrete AdaBoost, real AdaBoost and gentle AdaBoost fast and robust face detection system that can handle the for face detection. More AdaBoost is used to select discriminative and significant to the one proposed by Viola and Jones [14] , [7] . To reduce the features from a large number of features and construct the number of false positives and to generally improve robustness, classifier. Haar-wavelet-like classifiers are used at each stage. face detectors may group (integration of multiple detections) Each simple classifier is efficiently calculated through integral regions if they are located close. If sufficiently many hy-images. In this paper we add a final step to the cascaded potheses supporting a region are found the region is assumed classifier where the information from the depth image and to be correct. This approach may reject valid regions if the a prior model of the face sizes are used to remove invalid support is insufficient. We propose to use depth information to hypothetical regions. The prior model uses anthropomorphic resolve the ambiguities without defining a support. However, averages of head sizes of a training set and compares them if several hypothesized regions are sufficiently close, they with the average depth within the region. The training set are combined into one. Based on a detected face region, the consists of 10 annotated images of faces captured with the head is segmented through an active contour model [3] . Since SR3000. the depth variations within the face region are limited, we Using similar triangles the apparent area of a fronto-parallel employ an active contour model that uses the depth variations planar surface is a = fjA, where f is the focal length, A is the in the interior and exterior of the contour to perform the true area and Z is the distance from the camera to the surface segmentation. (Fig. 3) . The depth variations within a face are relatively small Section III describes the extended boosted face classifier and compared to the head size and, at some given scale, the face section IV the active contour model. In section V the results is approximately planar. Of the classification and head segmentation are presented. The Therefore, measuring the average depth, Z, within a hypaper is concluded in section VI.
pothesized region and multiplying this with the apparent size where the set { (x, y), q0S(x, y) = 0} defines the initial contour, (1) Active contours are used for automatic object segmentation. The basic idea is the evolution of a curve, or curves + A4 f u0(X, Y) -C2 (1-H(;(x, y))dxdy subject to constraints from the input data. The curve should evolve until its boundary segments the object of interest. This where H is the Heaviside function, a the Dirac delta framework has been used successfully by Kass et al. [6] to function, ci mean values in the interior and exterior of the extract boundaries and edges . One potential problem with this curve, Ai weighing parameters. The first two terms control approach is that the topology of the region to be segmented the curve length and area, respectively. The latter two terms must be known in advance. An algorithm to overcome these measures the deviation of intensities in the interior and exterior difficulties was first introduced by Osher The solution to this can be found using the Jacobi method boundary of the head, but there may be other depth disconti-for solving partial differential equations [3] . However, using nuities in the background as well as parts of the boundary in the curvature K leads to a simple system that can be solved which the discontinuities are weak. Since the depth variations without using the Jacobi method:
within the region are relatively limited, we examine an edgefree contour model. Rather than basing the model on an edgestopping function, the curve evolution is determined through q5j -¢qj,i=(. an energy minimization approach [3] . At face is assumed to be near frontal.
Only the last stage differs in the two methods and thus the for tedious stereo calibration and image analysis for dense classifier using depth (extended classifier) is able to reduce depth estimation. Even though the images are obtained in low the number of false positives, but cannot perform better on resolution, being able to obtain both gray scale and depth the classification rate than the standard classifier. In fact images in real-time is particularly useful for many vision both methods have a detection rate of 88,3%, but where applications. Clearly, the combination of intensity and depth the extended classifier only has 6 false positive, the standard images is useful. We have presented a face detection method algorithm has 62. This classification rate is slightly lower than based on boosting and Haar features using both gray scale the one reported by Viola and Jones [14] . One reason for this is and depth images. Face detection on gray scale images can that the image data is not the same. In fact, when setting the be done efficiently with relatively high accuracy. We show properties of the SwissRanger to automatically adapting the that depth information provides a reliable additional cue to emitted light, the face may become overexposed when rapidly face detection. When obtained from a time-of-flight sensor moving towards the camera. It takes about a second for the this added robustness is given with only negligible extra light to be adapted correctly. When over exposed, the features computation. We additionally suggest to use an active contour of the face vanish and consequently insufficient information is method for head segmentation using the depth image. available for detection. [17] Ruig,ang Yang and Zhengyou Zhang. Model-based head pose tracking
